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July 22 2018

ACCORDING TO 
PHILOSHOPHERSMAG, " THE JOB 
OF FOUL LANGUAGE LIKE 
“ASSHOLE” ISN’T TO DESCRIBE 
THE WORLD, BUT SIMPLY TO 
EXPRESS ONE’S DISAPPROVING 
FEELINGS, IN AN EJACULATORY 
OR CATHARTIC BURST 
FACILITATED BY INHERENTLY 
EMOTIVE WORDS. 

(1) vice terms, which purport to classify a kind 
of moral personality, correctly or incorrectly 

(e.g., “asshole”, jerk”, “bastard”, 
“motherfucker”, “schmuck”, “boor”, “cad”); 

 
 

What is an asshsole?

check out more at http://www.philosophersmag.com/essays/76-the-meaning-of-asshole

Wow ya, I'm sure you already know much about assholes. There are so many different ways to meet a so-
called "asshole" in your book. So many points on what even considers someone an asshole for that
matter. Meeting someone on a plane, in the office, at a restaurant, in a relationship, in politics. In some
people's minds, an asshole can be someone who doesn't give you that discount, someone who steps on
your shoe in the crowd, someone who manipulates you into buying something, or someone who doesn't
buy you flowers. Not everyone agrees with the term, but Trump definitely qualifies. He's literally an
asshole; you've made a mistake if you think otherwise. But, whatever that word means to you, it's a feeling
in which you disapprove of someone and their actions.

Believe it or not, Assholes are very charismatic creatures; remember, they excel at selling cars, stocks, and
all matters of bullshit. With knowing all this however, you have to build your case. A case of knowing
someone is an asshole and keeping that in mind, wherever you go and see that person. Either keeping your
distance or building your case enough that you can stand against it and against them, the asshole(s).  

If you’re forced to work with an Asshole with whom you’re just trying to avoid conflict and
confrontation, the best way to stay safe is to stick to a script. Practice makes perfect and, if you
must interact with an Asshole, knowing what you’re going to say protects you from being bullied,
intimidated, or worn down in office spaces or any other spaces.
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Taking it all in is one thing, but letting go, letting all the emotions melt out is what art is.
It's definitely hard to tell someone who you think is being an asshole off, right? But if not
telling them off, what do you do? Can you truly avoid "assholes' if they are everywhere?

Here are some tips for avoiding them in your everyday life, or at least trying. 

(2) An asshole is someone who leaves us feeling 
demeaned, de-energized, disrespected, and/or 

oppressed. In other words, someone who makes you 
feel like trash. 

Not giving a shit takes the fuel out of an asshole’s car. When an asshole’s being nasty to you,
ignore him. Think about when you’ll get home later that night and the fact that that asshole won’t be
there and won’t matter. Think about how a year from now that asshole won’t be in your life, but he’ll
still be the asshole he always was.


